'On the basis of the Mohling-Smith generalized master-graph formulation of qUantum statistics, the properties of photons in a noh-relatiVistic, multicomponent fully ionized gas in thermal equilibrium are investigated. The photon self-energy is calculated by summation, to all orders, of selected diagrams, and i t is proposed that the solution is formally exact. Next, the photon momentum distribution is calculated, in the high-temperature, low-density limit, to second order in the fine- 6 OK (but large enough for a high degree of ionization).
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I. INTRODUCTION It is reasonable to expect that quantum mechanics and quantized
Maxwell""Lorentz electrodynamics can serve as a basiq for a microscopic theory for-calculating accurately the properties ofa non-relativistic fully ionized gas in thermal equilibrium.
1
In a previous paper such a theory was proposed, where the goal has been to develop a theory that is not only rigorous, but also is tractable in practice.
Three type of divergences are prominent in a many-body theory of the equilibrium fully ionized gas: the ultraviolet, the Coulomb, and the infrared divergences--all are of electromagnetic origin. Thus, we are concerned with developing techniques for dealing with these di vergences. The counterterm techniquE developed in I can be used to remove the ultraviolet divergence by means of mass-renormalization, and the Coulomb divergence has been effectively approached by selective summation of the so-called ring diagrams.
2 In a nonrelativistic theory, the infrared divergence has not yet been eliminated in a fundamental manner. In this paper, we avoid certain perturbation theoretic difficulties arising from the infrared divergence by finding non-iterative solutions or by selective summations of diagrams. In some applications the infrared divergence can be isolated by a Bogoliubov transformation of the photon operators, and relevant aspects of this technique will be discussed.
For the system of interest in this paper, there has been considerable activity directed toward the calculation of the photon 3-8 momentum distribution in the high-temperature, low-density region; f lnves .lga lons ave een ase on e mas er-grap orma lsm 0 MG, and a,renewed interest in the problem was created by the discovery that MG is substantially in error for certain self-energy structures [called (2, 0) and (0,2) structuresJ. These self-energy structures are included properly in I, and i t is of interest in this paper to use the generalized master-graph theory of I to learn the effects of a complete photon self-energy analysis on previous results. Also, it is of interest to explore the usefulness of the counterterm technique'
given in I.
In this paper we present results of calculations of the photon self-energy and momentum distribution. Thus, in Sec. II we give necessary preliminary details about the system. In Sec. III we outline the calculation of the photon self-energy; the result obtained is based on an extensive partial sumrnation procedure, and it is suggested ,that our solution may be formally exact. Next, in Sec. IV, we calculate the photon momentum distribution to second order in the fine-structure constant. In both Secs. III and IV, the effects of the (2,0) and (0,2) structures are investigated. In the,final section, Sec. V, we summarize the general nature of these studies. The counterterm which achieves
• mass-renormalization to second order in the fine-structure constant is presented in an appendix.
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In this section we discuss briefly the properties of the system under study and the ranges of certain physical parameters which characterize the system. The basic model of the system is discussed in detail~n I; here, we simplify that model by neglecting short-range forces and by imposing the high-temperature, 10v(-densi ty limit so that the Coulomb interaction can be neglected. Thus, we are interested in ~~ multi component , nonrelativistic fully ionized gas in thermal equilibrium, where the dominant interaction is the transverse electromagnetic interaction between partiCles and photons.
Since the system is noarelativistic, thermal energies must be much less than particle rest energies, and photon energies must be insufficient for pair-production; thus, we have the conditions 
In Eg. (3.3) we have UCRL-19412 In this paper we discuss explicitly the iterations which arise from the graphs in Figs illustration, we give the approximate expressions for the two graphs in Fig. 1 . We use the lowest order approximation to the particle line factor in Eq.
(1-5.21), to obtain, assuming mass-renormalizationhas been performed . . 12 13 (see the Appendix), '
== +1. for a = boson, E =-1 for a = fermion and e k is the a a photon unit polarization vector (as in I, we are using the Coulomb . gauge). In the high-temperature, low-density limit as expressed by
Eq. (2; 3)· and with the nonrelati vistic condition in Eq, (2.2), we have from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) the approximate photon self-energy
. Here, we see that the choice in Eq. (3.16) leads to the result
Once the mass-renormalization counterterm has been introduced, a straightforward, but tedious, calculation leads to the conclusions
i=3,,··,14, can be neglected.
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Now, we examine the contributions to uy(~) which arise from the temperature independent parts of JdSJ(~:b §J(~~~ in Eq. (3.7).
To do this, it is useful to simplify the notation; thus, corresponding to the appropriate terms in Eq. (3.7), we identify' symbolically the f 11 . t t . d d t t " t' " ' 11 o oW1ng, empera ure ln epen en . quan:1 1esf f" d' ft td'" "ult"' 14 e 1n a er some e lOUS man1pa lons, "
, (k) where uY<~)l is to be obtained from uY(~)l by changing ~ to -k and then replacing, w' (-k) by _wi (k) wherever this quantity occurs ....
Moreover represents accurately the photon self-energy (in the high-temperature, , low~dens ity limit).
It is interesing to note that the photon self-energy in Eq. (3.37) corresponds precisely to that obtained in the pairHamiltonian approximation, which is diagrammatically equivalent to considering only the two graphs in Fig. 8 . Moreover, as will be indicated in Sec. IV, the pair-Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by a Bogoliubov transformation,16 and the resulting quasi-photon energy is that given by Eq. (3.37). The .d9minant nature of Eq.(3.37) as an • -17-UCRL-19412 readily verifies that
where wr(~) is given in Eq. (3.37). Now, we can also relate the true photon momentum distribution and the quasi-photon momentum distribution.
If we introduce the transformation in Eq. (4.14) into the definition of the photon momentum distribution, namely of the properties of photons i~ a fully-ionized gas. The most interesting result of this study is the ph6tonenergy-momentum relation given in Eq.'(3.34), and we note that the form of this expression is determined primarily by the analysis of the (2,0) and (0,2) photon structures; thus, these structures, which have not been included completely in any of the priorinvestigations,3-7 playa very significant role in determining the dres$_ed photon energy.
The expression for the momentum distribution in Eq. (4.8) also has certain features not observed before, since earlier calculations 3 -7
did not include the self-energy analysis of (2,0) and (0,2) structures and since some of these calculations 6 ,7 were for the quasi-photon momentum distribution. It is recalled that the noniterative result in Eq. (4.5) was important in determining the result in Eq. (4.8). At this point, we remark that a complete understanding of the properties of photons in an interacting system (as considered herein) cannot be based solely on the quantities which we have investigated, and additional functions must be determined. In particular, knowledge of the dynamic structure factor is of extreme value, since this can be used to understand the modes of propagation of photons and also the related lifetimes.
In Sec. IV we have indicated that in the photon momentum distribution the infrared divergence can be extracted by means of a -22-
. UCRL-19412 Bogoliubov transformation,but that it will be difficult to calculate t~e resulting expression. Since the infrared divergence is of electrodynamic origin, it would be more pleasing to analyze this problem on a more fundamental level. .Thus, we are currently pursuing the infrared problem, along the lines initiated by Kibble,19 by using a nonseparable
Hilbert space for describing photon states.
As a result of this investigation .. we conclude that the new formalism in I .. in addition to performing a complete self-energy analysis, is much simpler in practice than its predecessor. the dressed photon energy and the one-particle problem of MG. The
Coulomb and infrared divergences seem to be less susceptible to a direct application of the counterterm technique.
The connections between the line factors in I and single-particle (after mass renormalization) they are much smaller than the other contributions which are taken into account. On the other hand, if the expressions for the graphs in Fig. 2 areexarnined, it is found that (before m8:ss renormalization) these expressions diverge for large photon momentum -this is a manifestation of the ultraviolet divergence of quantum electrodynamics. The need for mass renormalization occurs because in_the Hamiltonian the electromagnetic field associated with each charged particle is separated from the particle so that bare particles interact with the total electromagnetic field. Since it is meaningless from an experimental standpoint to separate a charged particle and its associated field, it is clear that the separation mentioned above must be a mathematical convenience and can be of no further consequence. The mass-renormalization technique developed in I is designed to replace bare-particle masses by their-experimentally observed masses. Below, we outline how mass renormalizatioh is used to cancel the ultraviolet divergences in the graphs in Fig. 2 to obtain the finite contributions from these graphs.
The mass-renormalization procedure developed in I is quite straightfonJard; however, since_ some skill may be involved in applying the technique, we now. indicate how one approaches the selection of the mass-renormalization counterterm. Thus, following I, we combine _ the . kinetic energy of the bare particle
-25- UCRL-19412 and the mass-renormalization counterterm so as to achieve the correct single-particle kinetic energy: 12. The mass-renormalization counterterm SaCk) is suppressed throughout the main text, but is discussed and identified in the Appendix.
13. The approximation in Eq. (3.9) permits us to neglect the particle self-energies ua(~) so that w~(~):: wa(~).
14. In arriving at Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29), we must rearrange energy 15· denominators by repeated use .Of the identity 16. W. R. Chappell, W. E. Brittin,and S. J. Glass, Nuovo Cimento 38, 1186 , (1965 .
17. Rayleigh-Schroedinger perturbation theory has been applied to a fully-ionized gas in a pure state, and the expression for the average number of photons has a form analogous to Eq. (4.9). 2, 315 (1968) .
20. If iterations of the line factor of a charged particle are introduced, then processes involving the emission and reabsorption of photons by the charged particle are introduced. Such i terations, called radiati~e corrections, give rise to physical effects as well as to unobservable (system iridependent) electromagnetic self-energies. The one-particle problem is concerned with the cancellation of these spurious, particle self-energies. The A -transformation of .Sec. IV of MG was developed to treat this. s problem, and we note here that the counterterm technique of I encompasses·the A -transformation. ...
.CJ< 1 1= T .. I. P.
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